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classic LMC SSL compression + new creative tools.n The LMC+ plug-in is a new and greatly improved version of the classic SSL Listen Mic Compressor.
It combines two independent compression modules, two independent recorders, and two independent data streams on a single chip. Using a unique
technology developed by JWT, LMC Producer manages the compression and cutting of audio data, providing high-quality compression compared to
competitors. In addition to this standard functionality, updated LMC Matte FM codecs, improved open source software that completely converts the audio
channel, improved data stream and more accessible software from JW Toolbox - these and some other innovations allow the user to significantly improve
the sound of the transmission. For these purposes, users can choose from a variety of options in the following versions: LMC Matten - an LMC package that
automatically converts a multi-channel audio signal to a single mono-channel; LMR Audio Converter - a package that allows you to convert any audio
server into a mono format by delay time and into sound by contrast; SLC AudioMatte - has the same features as the LMC and is also suitable for use with
any audiophile audio and video projector Mathematic Matte is an MMAT package that supports multi-channel and stereo audio cutting for use with any
audio projector; MM-Audio - makes it easy for those users who want to apply LME Matte modules to audio-video media converters without having to use
additional programs or experiment with switches; Meteor Converters is a software package that provides all major audio amplifiers to work as bridges or
only with CAT IV sources and switchers, which can be used as digital and analog audio and video blocks. LMC Module Specifications: Number of
Channels: 3D, 2D Number of Streams: 1/2 Compatibility: SSL or Link Audio 2.0 LMC Listen ME Linear Producers audi
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